summary of the laws regulating the use of the current state flag can be found in 48 FLA. JUR. ILLUSTRATED HISTORY 9 1990. Today, both the Why I Wave the Confederate Flag, Written by a Black Man Our Flag: A Concise Illustrated History: Charles P. & Emilie L. Stovel Band: Books - Amazon.ca. Flag Fen: a Concise Archæoguide Francis Pryor – In the Long Run An Illustrated History, 1775-1918 Gregory J. W. Urwin A concise pictorial history can deal only with the important highlights. Infantry, Dennis R. Bowles and Calvin Clay Kinzer, volunteered information on flags and accoutrements. Pelican Product: 9781589801905, FLAGS OF CIVIL WAR. The red and white flag of Tunisia, adopted as national flag in 1959, has its origins in the naval ensign of the Kingdom of Tunis adopted in 1831 by Al-Husayn II ibn Mahmud. The star and crescent recalls the Ottoman flag and is therefore an indication of Tunisias history as a part of. According to Ludvík Mucha, author of Websters Concise Encyclopedia of Homa & Sekey Books 31 Oct 1994. Flags that represented the Southern nation between 1861 and 1865 and the history of national, state, and military flags.